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ANALYZING IDENTITY ISSUES:  
TRADITIONAL AND CURRENT APPROACHES TO DEFINITION 

 
The key approaches and theories created by scientific minds in treatment of the identity 

issue have been analyzed in the article. It has been proved that out of a number of disciplines trying 
to define identities, the most rigorous interest has been shown by social psychologists who view 
identity as a property of the individual who develops a set of belief and value patterns helping him 
or her to cope with social life challenges, but which emerges and becomes apparent through social 
interaction, showing an individual who he or she is and how he or she is perceived by others, and 
pointing out to the place an individual occupies in a given social structure. The mechanisms of 
identity construction have been discussed in the paper. 
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Introduction. In the recent years, anthropological studies have gone far beyond the borders 

of anthropology alone. The man has become now more than ever the center of scientific interest due 
to numerous social changes, cause by the so called globalization processes, restructurings of social 
systems and perceptions of the world in the mind of modern men caused by all-time evolving and 
developing information technologies, giving rise to new realities (augmented, virtual, artificial, to 
name but a few). In this realm of ongoing social (as a result of the former – economic, political, 
ecological) transformations, the traditional view of a person’s identity (self, persona) has been 
blurred by numerous affecting factors, which lead to a totally new perspective, from the point of 
view of which identities are now being seen, understood or interpreted. In this paper, we have set 
the goal to provide a brief outline of angles from which identity issues appear in research papers, 
drawing our and the reader’s scientific attention to some most obscure points which need urgent 
consideration and resolution, preventing some identity conflicts, which may threaten healthy 
functioning of society on the whole, since the two (identity and society) are interrelated, and thus 
are mutually dependent and influential. 

The paper consists of three parts. We’ll begin by analyzing an array of approaches to 
identity study in certain disciplines. Then we’ll summarize the body of research providing attempts 
to define identity. And eventually, we’ll focus on some unresolved issues related to identity 
construction presenting our considerations on the threats and outcomes if these are not given proper 
attention and management on the part of the scientific society. 

Approaching the studies on identity. The study of literature on the topic of identity 
provides several theories within the framework of which identity is speculated upon. The first one, 
being rooted in the early sociological endeavors, is known as optimal distinctiveness theory 
(Brewer, 1991), suggesting that individuals’ identification process takes place within social groups, 
and there opposing motives of distinctiveness and belonging are satisfied (Jaspal &Coyle, 2009,  
p. 152). In other words, this theory «proposes that individuals have two fundamental and competing 
human needs – the need for inclusion and the need for differentiation – that can be met by 
membership in moderately inclusive (optimally distinct) groups» (Leonardelli, Brewer, Pickett, 
2010). A similar, though a bit simplified, idea was proved by the assumptions expressed by the 
authors of a textbook on sociology, Beth B. Hess, Elizabeth W. Markson, Peter J. Stein (Hess, 
Markson, Stein, 1988, p. 3): 
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"… your behavior is linked to that of other people, and you’re acting within a context of expectations 
and mutual influence… our thoughts and actions are largely shaped by forces outside ourselves – by the social 
context and how we interpret it. … Human beings are not robots: we can choose not to react or we can give 
varying meanings to our actions…. Nevertheless, the raw material on which our choices are based comes from 
what we have learned as members of the society. … Every aspect of your behavior and your mind has been 
influenced by your group membership – in this society, at this historical moment, in a specific family, friendship 
circles, religious community, race and nationality grouping". 

Identity process theory (Breakwell, 2001), based on the idea of relation between sociological 
and psychological change as having influence of identity construction, suggests that identity 
structure depends highly on its content and value/affect dimensions, being regulated by two 
fundamental processes, that of assimilation-accommodation and evaluation. The first one 
presupposes the assimilation of new information in the structure of identity, which later becomes 
part of that structure by means of identity adjustment. The second process brings about meaning and 
value to the identity content, constantly evaluating the former, thus making it search for new 
information, which will then again trigger assimilation-accommodation mechanisms and so on.  

The mentioned above is very well illustrated by the quote from the book by the authors of 
identity process theory: "We live in an ever-changing social world, which constantly calls forth 
changes in our identities and actions. Advances in science, technology and medicine, political 
upheaval and economic development are just some examples of social change that can impact upon 
how we live our lives, how we view ourselves and each other and how we communicate. Social 
change can result in the salience and visibility of particular social categories and new patterns of 
action. Similarly, individual psychological change – getting a new job, being diagnosed with a life-
changing illness, growing old – can dramatically affect our sense of self, potentially forcing us to 
rethink who we are, our relationships with others and how we ought to behave in particular 
contexts" (Jaspal&Breakwell, 2014, p. 3). By agreeing generally with the mentioned above, we still 
doubt in singling out psychological part of such changes, at least as mentioned in the passage above, 
sicne getting a new job or growing old – these might be viewed as sociological rather than 
individual psychological changes (for example, getting a new job might be caused by socio-
economic processes like making people redundant because of the lack of need for a certain category 
of professionals, hard times for a company thus being forced to close down, etc; the same could be 
mentioned about the issue of growing old – the image of the elderly is highly dependent on the 
public or social opinion in a particular social environment, which could have some impact on 
individual psychological condition of a person). So we can conclude, that identity process theory is 
linked more with sociological background rather than to its psychological footing; or there might be 
some concluding consideration concerning a very obscure dividing line between its social and 
psychological sources for identity shaping.  

At the same time, Breakwell (2001) singles out four identity principles being in charge of 
proper functioning of previously mentioned fundamental processes in identity structure 
development: 1) continuity across time and situation; 2) uniqueness or distinctness from others;  
3) feeling confident and in control of one’s life; 4) feelings of personal worth or social value.  

Social-local tendencies have been negotiated to take part in identity construction by Judith 
Cherni, who has analyzed the changes taking place in present day Europe. The author claims that 
shifting from "environmental" to "sustainability" dimensions, European community is seeking for 
some new strategies of exercising power by the states within Europe on the way to European 
unification (Cherni, 2001, p. 61). Although European transformation process can be explained by 
economic and political restructuring, it is represented by the internal dynamics of Europe, realized 
by identity changes, which, as seen by Castells, are strengthened by collective expression and 
affirmation of citizenship, on the one hand, but also by the flux of economic, social and political 
change, on the other hand (Castells, 1997, p. 360):  

Identities are so important, and ultimately so powerful in this everchanging power structure because 
they build nterests, values and projects around experience, and refuse to dissolve by establishing specific 
connection between nature, history, geography and culture. Identities anchor power in some areas of the social 
structure, and build from there their resistance or their offensives. 
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As a result of some considerations, J. Cherni comes to another approach to identity analysis, 
which she calls a multidisciplinary, connecting under this umbrella social, psychological, political 
and spatial (environmental, geographical) perspectives, since "social identity embodies individual 
societal circumstances and a sense of locality, while also reflecting a deep politically conscious self 
with multiple visions" (Cherni, 2001, p. 62).  

Cultural approach, as one more perspective from which identity is viewed, presupposes that 
individual identity is constructed through certain identification of a person with a group sharing 
meaningful systems of symbols and norms of behavior, thus constituting some cultural parameters 
of identity creation (Belay, 1996, p. 323). As a result, social identity is grounded on culture being 
pictured in people’s mind predetermining their conduct and communication patterns (probably this 

approach might explain the existence of the so called "national stereotypes" which help recognize a 
person’s origin on the basis of his/her behavior patterns).  

There could be found some other scientific domains where identity issues have been 
substantiated, but the central place in the current thought is occupied by sociologists and social 
psychologists. The former ones view individuals in relation to society and its institutions, thus 
taking certain positions in social systems and performing certain roles (role theory); this means that 
person’s behavior is determined by group membership and roles assigned within the group, pointing 

out to an individual "what and where the person is in social terms" (Cherni, 2001, p. 63). 
Within social interactionist paradigm, both the individual and society are linked in the 

concept of identity, putting the main emphasis on the latter component, since it should be 
remembered that the individual exists within the context of the social structure (Burke and Stets, 
2009, p. 3), and then the social person is represented in interaction with others, with social structure 
being a determinant of any individual’s possible actions (Wiley and Alexander, 1987). 

Defining and redefining identity. In this section, we’ll provide the communicated 
definitions of identity trying to summarize the key points in identity structure. 

Role theory: "An identity is the set of meanings that define who one is when one is an 
occupant of a particular role in society, a member of a particular group, or claims particular 
characteristics that identify him or her as a unique person (Burke and Stets, 2009, p. 3), thus, a role 
identity is the character and the role that an individual devises for himself as an occupant of a 
particular social position (McCall&Simmons, 1978, p. 65). At the same time, most interaction is not 
between person (claiming particular unique characteristics) but between persons who occupy named 
positions (statuses) in named groups or organizations while engaged in named patterns of behavior 
(roles). This brings some misunderstanding in the context of the nature of roles and positions – 
whether a person devises them or they are predetermined by social context which has been previously 
negotiated by members of certain social groups, which is then partially explained by role theory 
proponents, claiming that "the identities create the part that they play out in the situation by making 
behavioral choices and decisions through negotiation and compromise, conflict and contention" 
(Burke and Stets, 2009, p. 12).  

Psychological perspective: Identity is something that exists within the individual’s 
personality obtained by means of multiple cognitive processes. Individuals develop a set of belief 
and value patterns which help them deal with new dangers, or changes would take place in the lives 
in search of a sense of security and confidence, some control of their life. The latter ones are 
achieved through experience, self-esteem and certain social support within the created by a person 
network (family, friends, social institutions). 

Social interactionist position: Identity is a property of the individual, something that emerges 
through social interaction (De Fina, Schiffrin, Bamberg, 2009, p. 265); identity is not something 
that one "has", but rather something that one "does", "performs", recreates through interaction 
between other human beings (Butler, 1990).  

Multidisciplinary approach: From this perspective identity is viewed as social identity 
influenced by an individual's societal circumstances and a sense of locality (Cherni, 2001, p. 62). It 
seems like the mentioned above definition combines quite a lot of aspects which look 
uncombinable, though make sense at the same time. The reason for such a broad range of issues in 
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the nature of identity is the idea of our modern society which is complex and hard to describe, 
where new features of society seem to evolve out of inexplicable conditions and processes. 

To conclude, we can say that the essence of a person's identity still holds its primary meaning 
introduced by Erik Erikson, a psychoanalyst, who actually first used the term to denote the 
phenomenon which highlighted "the point at which the demands of the developing individual – the 
adolescent – were met or failed to be met by the forms of social life in which he or she lived (Poole, 
1999, p. 40). What has changed since the time of the term was introduced – the forms of social life 
which cause changes in the demands of that modern developing individual, which, similarly to the 
problem faced by E. Erikson – identity crisis, lead to modern identity crisis, not only within the scope 
of an individual identity, but also other types of identities, like ethnic, national, gender, age, sexual 
and others. Some issues of the mentioned problem will be discussed in the paragraphs that follow. 

Constructing identities: advantages and risks. Just because the concept of identity implies 
the existence of subjectivity (the ways and ideas of how an individual represents himself or herself) 
and objectivity (the ways of patterning social life in which individuals exist), it presupposes the 
necessity for change and continuity, but at the same time, the desire to maintain stability and 
independence in the new era of a number of social problems, which are known to be as "declining 
protectionism, multinational corporatism, dominant economic determinism (Cherni, 2001, p. 62), 
the idea of nations as imagined communities (Poole, 1999, p. 9), the features of uncertainty, 
fracture, physical and social displacement, experience of flow and disunity as the ones 
characterizing post-modern life (Bauman, 2005). 

The problem of identity crisis in modern society is exacerbated by the existence of a variety 
of identities (individual and collective, personal and social, national and religious, situational and 
others), and many more to be evolving as the world is developing (network identities, global 
identities, anti-nuclear identity etc). 

Analyzing the changes that have taken place in post-modern society, Kelly&Breinliger (1996) 
emphasize certain possibility to clearly and precisely define identity because the factors that 
determine identification processes may simultaneously be the outcomes (results, often negative) of 
those processes. 

Identity politics, indicating new social movements, seeks for the ways of establishing self-
esteem as an important part of identity of any type, which is seen as "the first crucial step in 
imagining the possibility of resistance" (in case of oppression which threatens identity loss, 
lowering of self-esteem and, as a result, self-destruction) or another (changed for the better) reality 
(Cherni, 2001, p. 64). Szasz (1994) mentions that if an identity is dumped or forced to live with 
others’ waste products reduces self-esteem which, in its turn, leads to sigma (interpreted as the 
threatened loss of social status) being a powerful motivation for political mobilization. 

There is an opinion the modern identity construction process has gained the features of some 
kind of freeing from modernity, from normality, creating the image of "risk society", new post 
modernity, which creates an awareness of differences, of identities in action, focusing on 
"significant" separating qualities of identities and social groups. These features often create new 
social relationships and then communities are formed through the experience of protest triggered by 
the lack of freedom expression, as well as administrative unwelcome management of personal lives 
of the members of those communities (feminist, homosexual movements could be a good example 
in this respect). As J. Cherni suggests, "… in post-modern politics, the struggle is against the 
established order outside "normal" channels, but there remains no grandiose plan for a better 
society. Furthermore, new social movements are rarely drawn from the socio-economically 
disadvantaged or from repressed minorities (Cherni, 2001, p. 67). 

One more important factor that participates in identity construction today is globalization, 
which according to Belay (1996), intensifies interaction of social groups which are not centered 
around nations or states, but around temporary cultural identities. T. O’Riordan  and H. Voisey 
interpret globalization (2001, p.17) as the uncontrollable process which risks the possibility to 
generate forces devastating to the society. As a result, "territorial or local identity is often seen as a 
defensive identity" (Cherni, 2001, p. 72) showing the lack of protection for local communities 
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exercised by modern society in the face of global changes. Thus, locality of identities is seen as a 
paradoxical feature of identity politics in the world of globalization. 

The latter factor has led to the so-called common identity, which focuses on resolving 
problems of immediate environment and social achievement in resolving them, often generating 
political struggle as a tool for constructing a shared identity.  

Concluding the considerations discussed in this section of the paper, we can say that moral 
society should seek for clear understanding of the complexity of the identity concept and its 
construction, as well as effective mechanisms of creating favorable conditions for identity 
formation, avoiding the problems of identity crisis. Realization of possible dangers of unhealthy 
identity construction processes should be the goal of social development; this will be a decisive 
issue in defining the future well-being of our society on a global scale.  

Conclusions. In this paper, we have tried to outline the key approaches and theories created 
by scientific minds in treatment of the identity issue, which has been sharpened in recent years 
(optimal distinctiveness theory, identity process theory, cultural approach, multidisciplinary approach 
with social local identity theory, role theory, interactionist approach and others). Out of a number of 
disciplines trying to define identities, the most rigorous interest has been shown by social psychologists 
who view identity as a property of the individual who develops a set of belief and value patterns 
helping him or her to cope with social life challenges, but which emerges and becomes apparent 
through social interaction, thus showing an individual who he or she is and how he or she is perceived 
by others, at the same time pointing out to the place an individual occupies in a given social structure.  

We have also contemplated on the mechanisms of identity construction drawing the reader's 
attention to the issues which might turn to be both positive or negative in social development, 
bringing about unpredictable consequences for our future well-being.  

It's worth mentioning that there still remain some questions which need further discussion in 
the realm of identity and its formation. Among these we see the description of identity types, "new 
identities" in particular, and communicative expression of identities, which will relate language and 
discourse to the process of individual and collective identification. The mentioned above issues will 
become the subject matter of our further studies. 
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ПРОБЛЕМИ АНАЛІЗУ ІДЕНТИЧНОСТІ:  
ТРАДИЦІЙНІ І СУЧАСНІ ПІДХОДИ ДО ВИЗНАЧЕННЯ 

 
Анотація. У статті проаналізовано ключові підходи та теорії, створені науковцями з 

метою вирішення проблеми ідентичності. Доведено, що з ряду дисциплін, що намагаються 

визначити ідентичність (теорія оптимальних відмінностей, теорія процесу побудови 

ідентичності, культурний підхід, міждисциплінарний підхід на основі визначення соціально 

локальної ідентичності, теорія ролей, інтеракційний підхід та інші), найбільший інтерес 

виявляють соціальні психологи, які розглядають ідентичність як властивість індивіда, який 
розробляє набір зразків переконань і цінностей, що допомагають йому чи їй впоратися з 

проблемами соціального життя. Така ідентичність проявляється у соціальній взаємодії, 

демонструючи людині, ким вона є і як її сприймають інші, і вказуючи на місце, яке індивід 

займає в даній соціальній структурі. Механізми формування такої ідентичності обговорені у 

статті. 
Хоч проблеми ідентичності не вважаються у науковій спільноті новими, у 

ХХІ столітті вони набули нового значення у зв’язку з глобалізацій ними явищами, які 

спотворюють певним чином реальність суспільного життя, ставлячи виклики (як 

особистісні, так і глобально соціальні) для людини, які нерідко зумовлюють кризу 

ідентичності, глибокі психологічні переживання, яка, у свою чергу, впливають на 

особистісну та соціальну поведінку людини, докорінно змінюючи її стиль і якість життя у 

суспільстві. Саме пошук оптимальних шляхів формування, переосмислення ідентичності 

людини у різних її проявах (колективна та індивідуальна, персональна і соціальна, глобальна, 

релігійна тощо) з метою розвитку соціально адекватного і здорового суспільства знайшов 

відображення у дискусії, запропонованій у статті.  
Ключові слова: ідентичність, формування ідентичності, суспільство, загроза 

ідентичності, глобалізація 
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